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Education for All Initiative

 Many billions spent on activities to:

 Expand early childhood care and education

 Provide free and compulsory primary education for all

 Promote learning and life skills for young people and 
adults

 Increase adult literacy by 50 percent

 Achieve gender parity by 2005, gender equality by 
2015

 Improve the quality of education



Consistent Evaluation finding: 
The schools of the poor may teach very 

little
Some schools closed, open late

• about 30% of the time in Mali -1999

 Teachers often absent, come late, stop work 
early

 Few if any books in class 

 Class time spent in little activity
• copying

• engaged in incomprehensible material

• playing outside

• Many principals, ministry officials, supervisors 
complacent

Poorer students cannot read well until the end of 
primary (if then)



This lecture will present

 The basics of how reading develops in the 
brain

 Reading challenges in various scripts

 Rationale for various teaching methods

 Pertinent visual perception research

 Reading fluency tests

 Conclusions



The neuroscience of 

reading

Memory principles

Letters = Object recognition

Visual complexity in 
languages and scripts



The fluency paradox:

Minimum reading speed 

needed for comprehension

If you don’t read fast enough, 

by the end of a sentence you 
forget the beginning!

Why does this happen?



Short-term memory

Crucial for reading comprehension

Long-term memory

12 seconds at mostAbout 7 items

4 pictures



To read an average sentence in 
an „average‟ language roughly..

7 items in 12 seconds…

• students must read at least a word per 
1-1.5 second

• with 95% accuracy (correlates .87 with 
speed).  

• 45-60 words per minute minimum

• 7 words in 12 seconds equals 45-60 words per 
minute!



To get through the narrow opening 
the mind creates chunks of 

information
• Letters and other small items combine into chunks

that pass as one through working memory
• To become chunks, small items must practiced to the 

point of fluent performance
– We must act in milliseconds!
– Vast implications for reading, math calculations, motor 

skills

• This is how children decode ever larger units – from 
syllables to words

• How do students get to fluency?



Chunking to overcome short-term memory limitations:
Sophisticated skills are based on ever-larger chunks 

practiced to the point of automatic recall.

Complex knowledge starts with small items

The poor may start from smaller chains than the better off



The brain becomes “programmed” for automatic 
reading

• Nerve “wiring” develops in children‟s brains
(“White matter” needed for reading and larger working memory-Nagy et al. 
2005) 

• The visual word form gets activated 
• The brain identifies entire words rather than 

single letters 
• Long and short words are read equally fast 

(silently)
• each word or phrase becomes an item
• Speed rises to 250+ words per minute
• People can‟t help but read
• They pay attention to message rather than the 

print



Brain imaging techniques
(since about 1995 )

Example:

Brain activation patterns of literates 
and illiterates



When people become fluent, 
a special area in the brain gets 

activated (called visual word form)

3 primary reading areas in the brain:
2 for single letters, slow reading
1 for automatic reading

All 3 are used simultaneously



Reading automaticity: Critical to 
acquire

(the literacy vaccine!)

Almost an „on-off” switch

Consistent pairing of sounds and 
letters

Practice
– Brings reaction time down to about 50 

milliseconds per letter

– With 2 hours of daily practice children 
may pass from the off state to on in 6 
weeks (India)

– Then student read fast enough to 
understand text

file:///C:/education/pratham-video-Mokhada 4 min.DAT


Practice in youth configured your 
brain for automaticity

• Why can you read this?



Why 60 words per minute 

by the end of grade 2?

OECD reading study of 16 countries
Latin and Greek scripts

Seymour et al. 2003

Middle-class students
Best-case scenario



Items per minute when reading word lists
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U.S. Oral Reading Fluency Norms 
connected text - Spring

Hasbrouck and Tindal (2006)

Grade 50th %ile 25th %ile  10th %ile
1 53 28 15
2 89 61 31
3 107 78 48
4 123 98 72
5 139 109 83
6 150 122 93
7 150 123 98
8 151 124 97

“Oral Reading Fluency Norms: A Valuable Assessment Tool for Reading Teachers.” The Reading Teacher, 
59, 2006



New monitoring indicator 
from neurocognitive 

research
• 60 words per minute for all

– In just about every language and script:

• By the end of grade 1 students should 
“crack the code”

• By the end of grade 2 at the latest students 
should read common words fluently 

• Students in grade 7 (1st secondary year) 
should read about  120-150 words per 
minute and give a summary of what they 
read



Relationship between 
reading and comprehension

• Ghana:
• Early Grade Reading

Assessment



Phonological awareness 
exercises may help attain 

fluency
• Insight that words are made up of large sounds (syllables: tha –la, 

gaan) and tiny sounds (phonemes: th-a-l-a, g-aa-n).
• Strong phonological skills make it easier time  to learn reading and 

spelling

• In Bengali (applicable to Khmer):
• children found it easier to work with syllables than phonemes
• They understood that words are made of phonemes later 
• Children not splitting words easily also had trouble recognizing 

words and spelling

• However, most findings thus far are correlational, causality 
uncertain



READING FLUENCY IN 
VARIOUS COUNTRIES

Implications for Cambodia



35 words per minute



Reading fluently enough 
to understand?   

60 wpm correctly?

• Rural Indonesia grade 2
– simple spelling rules, good class time use

• Rural Niger – best 6th grader, graduating in 3 weeks
– Study only in French, time use uncertain

file:///C:/education/indonesia-videos/indonesia-semarang-gr2-3-rural.MPG
file:///C:/education/niger-videos/Niger-biba-response.MPG


Students becoming fluent late 
may always read slowly

have limited comprehension

• If they finally learn reading in grade 6
– They may read 70 wpm in grade 8
– They get no more books by grade 8

• They will read little secondary school
– university or teacher training colleges
– They cannot read fast enough to consult 

sources
– Or read volumes of text
– At 110 words per minute, it takes 5 minutes per page

file:///C:/education/Mozambique-videos/moz-gr10-read-slow.wmv


Experiments in poor 
countries show big gains in 

a few months
• India (Pratham NGO)
• Mali, Niger in local languages
• Liberia in English

• The overall “recipe”:
• Special time for reading, 1-2 a day
• Systematic instruction of all script aspects
• Phonological awareness exercises 
• Synthetic phonics
• Practice  !
• Individual feedback, even for 1 minute a day
• Class time use to engage students in decoding, not just verbal 

repetition

file:///C:/education/bdesh-gss-1993-gr2.MPG


Visual complexity of characters 

Number of characters to 

automatize…

probably affects the time 
needed to acquire 

automaticity



Visual perception research:  
implications for reading

• The more “more ink used” the longer it takes to 
automatize a letter

• The larger the number of signs, the longer they take 
to automatize

• The more  dense the print, the slower it is read
• The more similar the letters, the more practice 

needed to separate them
• The more irregular the spelling, the slower it is 

learned
• Khmer has all these features!

– Was OK for a few monks, harder for Education for All



The more complex the visual 
recognition or spelling 

the longer it takes to automatize

• Automatizing large visual patterns 
(psycholinguistic grains) – takes longer, 
– may “trick” some brains

• students depend more on language knowledge

• And if they don‟t know the language? (English, 
French, Portuguese, Urdu)

• Learning to read in a complex system without 
knowing the language is a job for geniuses!
– And if school time is also wasted?



English

through, caught, bake, often, saw, sew

French

Ils etaient, oiseau, mois, etant

Bengali

jomi – earth 

boithak – meeting  

koThin - difficult

Complex visual patterns in various languages and 
scripts

(Psycholinguistic grains)

 

 

 



Complex designs of “more ink”:
Students of other syllabic scripts face the same difficulties

oka

oka:

ko

Koh 
(kuoh)

kau

Bengali Sinhala Lao Khmer Latin



Dhivehi – possibly the simplest functioning alphabet in the 
world



Amharic

Exact 

spelling but 

much larger 

matrix with 

some pattern 

irregularities

More time 

needed to 

acquire 

automaticity, 

fluency



Kannada – high error rates
complex forms, multiple visual patterns

Half-consonant 

combinations 

and vowel 

combinations 

result in a 

matrix of about 

300 characters 

that must be 

automatized

Some are 

unpredicatable



Devanāgarī alphabet for Hindi



•

Khmer – patterns of ancient Indian scripts

To read vowels, students must know the ‘series’ that consonants belong to

Devanagari

(Sanskrit, 

Hindi, 

Nepali)

Khmer



Bengali vs. Khmer “subscript” consonants:
An additional alphabet !



Hebrew voweled (small grains)
and unvoweled (large grains)
but the letters are separate

•

Kol benei ha'adam noldu benei xorin veshavim be'erkam uvizxuyoteihem. Kulam xonenu batevuna uvematspun, lefixax 

xova 'aleihem linhog ish bere'ehu beruax shel axava. 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and 

should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.



Voweled Arabic – small “grains”
Unvoweled Arabic – large “grains”

connected letters with rules about connections (and lack 
thereof)

َوإِِذ اْرَتَحلُوا َشْرقاً َوَجُدوا َسْهالً ِفي أَْرِض ِشْنَعاَر َفاْسَتْوَطُنوا 
 .ُهَناكَ 

• ا َنْصَنُع ُطوباً َمْشِوّياً أَْحَسَن َشي  »: َفَقاَل َبْعُضُهْم لَِبْعض   . «َهيَّ
ْفتِ  يَن ِبالزِّ وِب، َوالطِّ َفاْسَتْبَدلُوا اْلِحَجاَرَة ِبالطُّ



Urdu – multiple issuesUrdu – multiple difficulties

Few vowel signs 

even in grade 1

Vowels are not 

predictable as in 

Arabic

Dots separated 

from the main 

body of letters

Topological 

imprinting

Need to learn the 

visual pattern of 

each word 

separately



Urdu, Farsi, Dari, Pashto



African languages have regular spelling 
can be automatized in a few months

Fluency to other languages transfers within the same script



Malawi

What impresses you most about this scene?



Is this child actually reading or 
pointing to memorized text?



Do these students 

discriminate among 

letters  of the fuzzy 

blackboard from 

this distance? 



India: Proximity to blackboard and to teacher 
can engage more students more of the time



Much seems unknown about 
young people’s visual perception

• Unitized perception?

• Topological imprinting?

• Ability to read scribbling

• Next generation learns the complex patterns 
created by the earlier one

• Overall evolution towards complexity – up to a 
point

– Then either a script is simplified or abandoned



The reading wars and the 
rationale for phonics



We always need individual letters
We read by recognizing letters in a row,

known words and context hints handled separately

• Words are not usually recognized as wholes
• the visual system must isolate and recognize the individual 

letters to get the word
– Letters account for 62% of the adult reading rate
– Words 16%, context 22%, individual variance 6% 
– The processes are not redundant, they work on different words.  

• Implications:
• Methods that get children to read whole words are not 

efficient
• If the children read in one language, they can read in 

another (in same script).

• Pelli, Dennis and Katharine Tillman.  Parts, wholes, and context in reading: A triple dissociation. PLoS ONE, August 
2007, e 680.



Without valid advice on reading 
learning outcomes may deteriorate!

• Some  reading methods are more efficient than 
others

• grade 1 textbooks now consistently don't 
teach how to read

• Egregious examples in donor advice:
• Honduras whole-word textbooks and 

constructivist curricula
• Malawi – effective phonics-based grade 1 textbooks 

were changed to the ‘whole word’ approach



Whole language in Egypt



Egypt: Grade 1 whole-word reading
“active learning” class

(without vowels children may identify entire words as particular shapes)



Whole language in Malawi (Chichewa)



Whole language in Mozambique



The brain‘s rules for recognizing object similarity 

• Mozambique and Angola teach calligraphy early on.

• Calligraphic and printed letters cannot be seen as equivalent 
initially, only after extensive practice

e= E =



Result: Students just “sketch” 
letters (Mozambique)

The child tried to draw an O: “O sapo”



file:///C:/education/Mozambique-videos/moz-bilingual-gr2-macua.wmv


Analogies to automatize small units 
Brain takes this up well

“Traditional” method worked for a good reason
  

 a e i o u

  

B ba be bi bo bu 

C ca ce ci co cu 

D da de de do du 

F fa fe fi fo fu 

G ga ge gi go gu 

H ha he hi ho hu 

Etc 

Letter  Fatha  Qasra Dhamma 

ض ضَ ض  ضُ ِِ

ِص صَ ص ِِ  ُِص 

ث ث َِ ِ ث ث ُِ 

ق ق ق َِ ِِ ُ  ق

د د َِ ِ د د ُِ 

ش ش ش َِ  شُ ِِ

س س س َِ س ِِ ُِ 

cte 
  

 



The utility of analogies discovered in multiple countries: 
Greek literacy book 1860



Using pictures in grade 1 books if 
untaught letters are needed



Summary: 
How to attain reading fluency?

• Fast reading, fluency, automaticity is critical for understand 
text

• Explicit teaching and practice needed
– Phonological awareness
– Textbooks with sufficient practice material
– feedback
– Practice time

• To get ahead, students must become fluent very early, at 
least in common words and symbols

• Reading programs of a few months can have big benefits
• Implications for Cambodia and teacher training - to be 

discussed later



The special problems of adult 
unschooled illiterates

Is there a neurological obstacle to 
automaticity?



Adults learning to read seem to have 
difficulty attaining automaticity

• The brain “prunes” unneeded circuits at 
various times until maturity

– “critical” periods for acquiring some skils

• During adolescence we may lose the ability to 
recognize new letters within milliseconds 

• We may all become dyslexic as adults!

• Issue not well researched



A learner may see just jumbles of 
letters, some incorrectly…

T h e  g r o n p  c o m m i t e e w i l l  w o r k  h 
a r d t o d e v e l o p  n e w  p r o d u c t s  a u 
d  s e l l  t h e m  t o t h e m a r k e t  a t  g o o 
d  q r i c e s w i l h  c r e d i t  f r o m  t h e  s a 
u i n g s b a n k



Burkina Faso 2000

file:///C:/education/BF-reading.MPG


Common teaching method: 
Teacher recites, then all students in unison

• Often one voice (of a better student) gives the 
right answer, and others cue in.  

• Students may not read while they repeat

– They may get little practice reading.  

• Despite small class sizes observed, teachers 
rarely gave individual attention or feedback

file:///C:/education/Cambodia-videos/cambodia-blackboard-recitation.MPG


Single student on blackboard = off task 
time for many others

file:///C:/education/Cambodia-videos/cambodia-speedread-single-reads-bored.MPG
file:///C:/education/Cambodia-videos/Cambodia-gr6-reading-indiv.MPG


Little use of textbooks observed in Cambodia
Cannot automatize script just from blackboard 



Teachers often address class at large, 
ignore students who are off task

• Some examples

file:///C:/education/br-ceara-deficient-teaching.MPG


Teachers scribbling fast in grade 2

• Fluent readers do not realize that beginning 
learners  need much more time to read

– Particularly poorer students whose parents do not 
help

• Teachers berate students, say in front of them 
that they cannot learn

• Example from Nepal

file:///C:/education/nepal-videos/nepal-dulikhel-gr2-3read-teach-complaints.MPG
file:///C:/education/Cambodia-videos/cambodia-class-misc.MPG


Illiterate students writing “art”



Common strategy in many countries:
Let the better students read so that the weak 

students will ‘model’ after them
• Is this possible?

– Students cannot “memorize” large numbers of letters 
instantly

– They need to link and practice 1-2 at a time

– Like trains shown earlier

• Students who don’t know letter values cannot learn 
them from others’ fast reading

• Rural Mozambique

file:///C:/education/Mozambique-videos/moz-teach-read-gr3.wmv


Young students sit too far from the 
blackboard

Distance matters: visual, “social loafing” effect

Desks or benches cannot be moved for closer 
distance

file:///C:/education/Cambodia-videos/cambodia-1child-at-board-distance.MPG
file:///C:/education/Laos-videos/Laos-gr1and3and5.MPG


India- Pratham NGO
Matching the syllabic symbols to text

file:///C:/education/india-pratham/india-pratham-math-movements.MPG
file:///C:/education/india-pratham/india-pratham-read-math-helen.MPG


Help from peers



Laos: Grade 1 flash cards can bring 
letters closer to students



Experiments in poor countries show 
big gains in a few months

• India (Pratham NGO)
• Mali, Niger in local languages
• Liberia in English

• The overall “recipe”:
• Special time for reading, 1-2 a day
• Systematic instruction of all script aspects
• Phonological awareness exercises 
• Synthetic phonics
• Practice  !
• Individual feedback, even for 1 minute a day
• Class time use to engage students in decoding, not just verbal 

repetition

file:///C:/education/bdesh-gss-1993-gr2.MPG


Thank you for your time!



Extra slides



Original Script - Brahmi
written with a “small amount of ink”



Pallava inscriptions
decorative letters, more “ink”

7th century AD, Sra Kaeo in central Thailand 



Pallava akshar -> Aksar Khmer



Grade 1 textbook: 
very little practice per letter, few pages

• Same issue with most new textbooks worldwide



Visual impact of three scripts:
“Amount of ink”, separation, 

sound-letter correspondences



Older pronunciation still written: 
Unpronounced subscript N from Sanskrit

Non-intuitive Ba subscript

Kro (h) tna(k)



The greater the similarity, the more  practice needed for 
discrimination

Do students get enough practice? 
Which letters do they confuse?



In milliseconds students must find out 
where words end 

This requires extra practice



Pallava akshar -> Akson Lao



The greater the similarity, the more 
the amount of practice needed for 

visual discrimination

f       f



In milliseconds students must find out 
where words end 
they take longer

Goe  gu  goea geh gu 

My friend feeds the sheep



All combinations are taught in grade 
1, some with  very little practice



Suggested Khmer fluency goal

• Make students fluent in most common combinations by 
the end of grade 2
– 45-60 words per minute on those combinations

• Teach the rest later
– What features can be moved to grades 2 and 3?

– Fluent readers may guess from context if they find those not 
already taught

• Separate words or put them in frames until students can 
read them fast – recombine in grades 4-5

• At the very least add more practice to grade 1 textbook



Suggested pilots of brief literacy courses
Remedial reading instruction

• 3-4 months for aksar Khmer
– Most common combinations first for fluency

• Phonological awareness
• 2 hours of reading instruction and practice daily

– Actual decoding, not just verbal repetition
– E.g. Reading in groups to each other
– Teacher hears each child read for 1 minute a day
– Separate words in grades 1-3 or mark their ends

• Textbooks to balance cost with density and practice 
amount

• Supplementary books for those becoming fluent



Indian-derived scripts:
Reconsider and improve traditional 

recitation of letter matrix
• People remember better

– when given the entire scheme of a concept

– When they memorize a series of items through 
song and rhythm

• Objective: Children recite and write the entire 
“barakhari” by heart within two months of 
school start

• In subsequent instruction focus on the 
common letters, for which automaticity is to 
be attained in grade 1



Khmer:
Separate instruction of letter series in 

grades 1-2, color-coding



Lao:
Tone designation derived from rules

or sanskrit names and numbers

avagraha



Lao:
Sara a-u mai tow: 

combining 5 items in space 
complex pattern 

Bengali



Lao: Some letters change sounds
Maiguan maikaan
Sara aw sara am



Early Grade Reading Assessment 
pilot in Laos

file:///C:/education/Laos-videos/laos-egra-gr3-average.MPG


Preliminary observations in Laos: 

• Limited knowledge of the diphthongs
• Students attempt to read but make many mistakes

– All the way to grade 5

• Children rely a lot on context and meaning
– Sign that they don’t really read many combinations

• Practice insufficient for the level of complexity of akson
Lao, particularly the diphthongs

• How many aggregate hours are needed for automaticy
in Khmer?

• Research could help find out

file:///C:/education/Laos-videos/Laos-gr1and3and5.MPG
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The error rates on the various letters can 
be plotted 

Insights:  When to teach various symbols?

How best to differentiate among symbols?

In which symbols do children really have trouble?

How to improve materials?


